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Choose the correct answer:
1. A mass of fire, (gets – burns – dry) the building.
2. I was so hot. I (took off - get on- put on) my jacket.
3. I can’t cut this tree. It is very (hard – soft – easy).
4. The volcano is (blowing – erupting – arguing). I can see lava coming out.
5. I can’t walk. The chair is (burning- blocking – damaging) the way.
6. The (vent – lava – dormant) volcano isn’t an active one.
7. He (play – played – was playing) tennis yesterday.
8. She can’t carry the bag .It is (light- heavy –valley) for her.
9. They are (wet –dry – light) because they were swimming.
10. The (volcano- valley – shine) we were walking in is between the biggest two mountain.
11. This hole is very (high – deep – tall). I can’t see the ground.
12. (Magma – Lava – Ash) is hot liquid inside the earth.
13. The boy is (blowing - arguing – burning) with his father.
14. Climbing the (dormant – mountain – magma) is very dangerous.
15. Our team is (strong- weak – heavy). We can win the match.
16. I always (helped – help – helping) my father in his work.
17. The wind is going to (cut – blow – take) today.
18. Sandy sometimes (read – reads – was reading) a story before she sleeps.
19. The accident (damaged-blocked-build) our car.
20. (Lava – magma – deep) is coming out of a volcano.
21. There was only (vent- ash- hard) after the fire.
22. The sun (blows - shines - erupts) in the morning.
23. This volcano is erupting. The lava is coming out of the (ash - dormant - vent).
24. He could easily carry the table. It was very (heavy - hard - light).
25. I can’t go out now. I must wait until my clothes are (wet - dry - shine).
Choose the correct answer:

1. The sun (shines – takes – wears) every day.
3. (Slink – Sprinkle – Chop) the onion before cooking.
4. The (taste – tiny – pie) of the pasta was very good.
5. She used flour, butter, eggs and milk to make a (taste – pie – fresh).
6. The police could catch the thief before he could (eat – escape – smell).
7. Carrots and beans are (fruit – dessert – vegetable).
8. Don’t be (greedy – tiny – awful) you are eating too much.
9. The journey to the circus was (awful – tiny – marvelous), we had a good time.
10. I can’t see the picture, it is too (tiny – tray – fresh).
11. I like your mother’s cake. It is very (bad - delicious – taste).
12. After we cook the potatoes, we must (drain – mash – sprinkle) them to get rid of the water.
13. We saw a thief (escaping –chopping- mashing) from the police.
14. Can you cut the pizza into (slinks - slices – stove)?
15. Mum (mashed – cut – chopped) the potatoes with the salt.
16. He (were reading – reads – was reading) a book when his mother (call – called – calling) him.
17. (Slink – Smell- Mash) out of the back door and don’t let him see you.
18. Ice cream and chocolate cake are ( starter- dessert – main course)
19. The (starters- desserts – main courses) we have are soup and green salad.
20. Our (starter- dessert – main course) is chicken and fries.
21. I like to eat (old – fresh – slice) fruit. It is healthier.
22. We like to (mash – shape – escape) the pizza like a circle.
23. Please (chop – sprinkle – mash) some salt on my pizza.
24. Our best (recipe - restaurant – sprinkle) is Pizza Hut.
Units (6-7)

- Choose the correct answer:
  1. I walked in the (shade – airport – cold) under the tree.
  2. The baby was (walking – learning – sobbing) because he fell down on earth.
  3. I (packed – suitcase – journey) my things before I went.
  4. We were late, so we (caught - missed - landed) the bus.
  5. Planes land in the (airport – restaurant – shade).
  6. Studying is (lazy – important-strong).
  7. Students (learn – teach - live) lots of things at school.
  8. The fish will (live - die - learn) if you take it out of water.
  9. Rice and wheat are (lazy – grain – sob).
 10. We (get on - take off - get off) the bus when we arrived to the school.
 11. The (dessert – weather- wind) is very hot in summer.
 12. We had a (suitcase- journey – address) to Dream Park last week.
 13. Please give me your (land - address-grain). I want to visit you.
 14. Don’t forget to (land – lock- miss) the door with your key before you live.
 15. Kareem is (important- lazy –active). He always comes early and does his homework.
 16. (Hurry – Slink – Quick) up or you will miss the bus.
 17. My brother had lots of (pack – important -suitcases) when her travelled.
 18. Our bus will (arrive - land – lock) at 8 o’clock.
 19. We can see a lot of planes (landing – missing – packing) in the airport.
 20. The (sunshine – rain – shade) is hot in summer.
 21. Soha is a (lazy – active – sobbed) girl, she doesn’t want to do anything.
Complete the following dialogues

Samir: Where did you go in the mid-year holiday?
Ahmad: ...........................................................................................................
Samir: How did you go there?
Ahmad: ...........................................................................................................
Samir: ..................................................?
Ahmad: I saw the Statue of Liberty.
Samir: Did you enjoy your visit?
Ahmad: ...........................................................................................................

===============================================

Amira: What did you do on your birthday yesterday?
Maha: ...........................................................................................................
Amira: Sorry, I couldn’t come.
Maha: ...........................................................................................................
Amira: I didn’t come because my mother was sick.
Maha: Is she still sick?
Amira: ...........................................................................................................
Maha: Can I come to visit her today?
Amira: yes, sure. I ....................................................... .

Ayman: Hello Essam, how are you?
Essam: ...........................................................................................................
Ayman: ..................................................?
Essam: No, I didn’t see Kareem.
Ayman: He was sick yesterday.
Essam: Really. We should ........................................... .
Ayman: ..................................................?
Essam: We’ll visit him today at 5 o’clock.

. 
Choose the correct answer:

1. She (wash- washes- was washing) her teeth every night.
2. This man is tall. tall is (adjective - adverb - noun)
3. She (wash - washes - washed) her teeth yesterday.
4. We (buy- bought-were buying) a nice car two months ago.
5. We usually (goes- were going- go) to the cinema on Thursdays.
6. The turtle walks slowly. slowly is (adjective - adverb - verb).
7. I (read- was reading- reads) the story last week.
8. I (helping - helped - was helping) my mother at 10 am yesterday.
9. He (sing - sang - singing) a beautiful song 5 hours ago.
10. I'll visit my friend Sameh. Sameh is (common noun – proper noun – verb).
11. I am not watching TV, (am I – aren’t I – are I)?
12. Last Monday at 5 o’clock, I (play – playing – was playing) volleyball.
13. She was fat. fat is (verb - adverb - adjective)
14. She (climb – climbs – climbed) that high mountain an hour ago.
15. We often (eat – eats – ate) ice-cream at night.
16. At 10.00 pm. yesterday, I (did- was doing - do) my H.W.
17. I (sleep – slept - was sleeping) when my uncle (come – came – comes).
18. I (was playing – played – were playing) music while Ahmad (was drawing – draws – drew).
19. While he (was writing – wrote – writing) the letter, she (came – come – was coming).
20. The sun has shone, (has it – hasn’t it- hasn’t the sun)?
21. While she (read – reads – was reading) a magazine, Ahmad (plays – was playing – were playing) tennis.
22. I’ll be a doctor one day; doctor is (common noun – proper noun).
23. They (are drawing – aren’t drawing – draw) now, are they?
24. When I (heard – hear – was hearing) the bell, I (singing – was singing – sings)
25. Randa and Ali were playing, (were they – weren’t they – weren’t Rand)?
26. When I (drop – dropped – was dropping) the keys, I (try – trying – was trying) to open the door.
27. While I (make – made – was making) my sandwich, my friend (take – took – was taking) it.
28. I (am – am not – are) a clever student, aren’t I?

- Re-write the following:

1. He took his book yesterday. (not)

1. ........... your brother ( give ) ........... you his car last night.?  
2. What are your plans for the summer?
I ......................... (go) to Alex.
3. He left because he was tired. (make a question)

4. Omar didn’t come to the party, .........................  ?
5. She went to Paris last year. (make a question)

6. We [enjoy] ....................... our time in the club last Monday.
7. He [enjoy] ..........................his time in the last Monday night.
8. I ‘m not a clever boy,.................................?
9. The horse runs (quick) ................. 
10. Seif passed his exams.
Really, I ............................... (call) him and congratulate him.
11. They  wrote the letter last Friday .( last Friday evening)

12. Sandy was doing her homework. ( make a question)

13. I took my bag from the police station last week.(not)

14. She always takes her bag with her .(not)

15. I promise I (pay) .....................you soon.
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16. They bought their car two years ago. (make a question)

17. Hany bought Ahmed's car yesterday. (punctuate)

18. I [say] the truth to Bop yesterday.

19. Randa (say) the truth yesterday morning.

20. They (walk) while I (swim).

21. My brothers (not/listen) to music yesterday afternoon.

22. Did you remember to book a table?

23. My brothers (not/listen) to music every night.

24. While I (sing) Salma (study).

25. Shady was studying yesterday morning. (yesterday)

26. While I was reading the book dropped (when)

27. When she (come), they (play) domino.

28. The children (hear) a scary voice while they (walk)

29. Salma isn't a student she is a doctor now (punctuate)

30. Tom (watch) the TV on Fridays.

31. While I (chop) the tomatoes, I (cut) my finger.

32. You (do) anything tomorrow?

33. They were eating at 9.00 yesterday. (not)

34. We studied a lot yesterday. (not)

35. I'm a clever boy, ?

36. They had taken the car, ?

37. While Sarah was playing, her mother arrived (when)
38. Kareem was eating pasta when the telephone rang. (while)

39. I hope, they (be)                      good students.

40. Salma was helping her mum yesterday morning (not)

41. Dina went to Alex to visit his grandpa. (why)

42. He was doing his H.W when the film (start)

43. Next week, we (travel) to Alex.

44. Ahmed must come now, ?

45. Let’s watch the new movie,  ?

46. I’m not sad,  ?

47. We                   (fly) to Canada. Here are the tickets.

48. I am really tired. I think I                    (go) straight to bed.

49. Bob                  (come) to visit us tonight.

50. I am sad,  ?

51. is she going to come to our house  (punctuate)

52. The slept early yesterday. (not)

53. The ant ate something. (not)

54. In 2020, robots (do) everything.

55. She eats something. (not)

56. My brother has something to listen to. (negative)

57. While I (eat) , my father (come)

58. Radwa is speaking to someone. (negative)

59. Mike sold his car because he                  (buy) a new one next month.

60. I promise I                    (not-tell) any one.
Composition

... IN the playground

Guiding words:
(play ground-friends-play-swing-foot ball-happy)

........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
........................................................................................................
Write a paragraph to describe the following pictures:
(Every week – visit – grandma – cookies – stories – enjoy – give– mother’s day– love)
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...............................................................................................
1 - Why don’t the wolves like Shere Khan?

2 - Who finds the man-cub?

3 - “He is soft.” Comment.

4 - “You will not take him from us.” comment.

5 - What is the law of the jungle?

6 - How did Mowgli spend his day?

7 - Who was Baloo? What was his job?

8 - What did Mowgli do when he felt dirty or hot?

9 - What did Mowgli do when he felt hungry?
10- “Please help me, Chill.” Comment.

11- What did Bagheera advice Mowgli?

12- What did Mowgli decide to do?

13- What was Mowgli’s plan?

14- What did Mowgli do to protect himself from wolves?

15- Why didn’t Mowgli agree to lead them along with Akela?

Complete

1- Father and mother wolf decided that they would call the man-cub…………………………….

2- It was  , the bad tiger.

3- Mowgli sat in the middle of circle………………………………………..

4- It was  the black panther.

5- Mowgli swam in the jungle……………..

6- Baloo was very of Mowgli.

7- Kaa was……………………………………

8- The great old city was  .
9- Without Akela on the rock, Shere Khan would jump on the council Rock and become ...........................................

10- ..........................................., one of Mowgli’s cub brothers.

11- Grey Brother will wait for Mowgli at the .................................

12- ..........................fell to the ground and hundreds of feet stepped on him.

13- Mowgli started to .......................... the huge tiger.

14- Mowgli and ....................... left the council rock together.
Story Answers

1- Why don’t the wolves like Shere Khan?
- Because Shere Khan is a bad tiger.

2- Who finds the man-cub?
- Father and Mother Wolf find the man-cub.

3- “He is soft.” Comment.
- Mother Wolf said that to Father Wolf in the cave (in the jungle) when the man-cub gets closer to Mother Wolf.

4- “You will not take him from us.” comment.
- Mother Wolf said that to Shere Khan in the cave (in the jungle) when Shere Khan wanted to take the man-cub from her.

5- What is the law of the jungle?
- If two members of the pack will speak for Mowgli, he will stay.

6- How did Mowgli spend his day?
- During the day he slept and at night he went hunting.

7- Who was Baloo? What was his job?
- It was the sleepy brown bear.
- Baloo’s job was to teach the young cubs how to live in the jungle.

8- What did Mowgli do when he felt dirty or hot?
- He swam in the jungle ponds.
9- What did Mowgli do when he felt hungry?
   - He ate nuts, fruit or honey from the bees’ hives.

10- “Please help me, Chil.” Comment.
   - Mowgli said that to Chil in the jungle when he saw him after kidnapped.

11- What did Bagheera advice Mowgli?
   - Bagheera advised him to return to his real world among men.

12- What did Mowgli decide to do?
   - Mowgli decided to leave the jungle.

13- What was Mowgli’s plan?
   - Mowgli’s plan was to split the cows and bulls herd in two, then trap Shere khan in the middle.

14- What did Mowgli do to protect himself from wolves?
   - Mowgli picked up a branch and put some of the red-hot coal on it.

15- Why didn’t Mowgli agree to lead them along with Akela?
   - Because he thought that they were his brothers but they drove him away.
Complete
1- Father and mother wolf decided that they would call the man-cub Mowgli.
2- It was Shere Khan, the bad tiger.
3- Mowgli sat in the middle of circle playing with leaves.
4- It was Baghera the black panther.
5- Mowgli swam in the jungle ponds.
6- Baloo was very proud of Mowgli.
7- Kaa was the rock python.
8- The great old city was The Cold Liars.
9- Without Akela on the rock, Shere Khan would jump on the council Rock and become the pack leader.
10- Grey Brother, one of Mowgli’s cub brothers.
11- Grey Brother will wait for Mowgli at the bamboo tree.
12- Shere Khan fell to the ground and hundreds of feet stepped on him.
13- Mowgli started to skin the huge tiger.
14- Mowgli and Grey Brother left the council rock together.